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About Tio  
and Digital Records

Tio is the leading digital fire and safety records company. Our Rapid Asset Management and 
Digital Fire Logbook software is used by fire and security service & maintenance companies, 
building professionals, occupiers and FMs across the UK.

We created Tio because of our frustrations 
as fire service and test professionals, 
estates managers, building owners and 
occupants. Five years on and new standards 
are arriving underlining the importance of 
digital test and compliance records, clarity 
and communication in the golden thread 
of building safety information, and ever 
increasing service efficiency.

Tio is the right software at the right time. 
There is no faster, easier or more fire-focused 
asset management software and our true 

digital fire logbook is completely unique.  
Tio replaces most if not all of your paper  
and radically improves your safety records, 
admin and reporting processes.

Our charging is low, so Tio sits alongside 
existing software or processes  
that you wish to maintain. Set up is quick  
and simple. Please contact us for demos,  
trials or sales enquiries.  

www.tiofiresafety.com
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6.  Priced to Fit and Profit-Making
We focus on digital fire records and asset management. We know you 
already have software or processes to handle everything from stock to 
invoicing, so we price to fit alongside it. And if you’re already reselling our 
logbooks, your profits will make our asset management free.

As we were developing our unique digital fire logbook many of our service company customers 
would constantly highlight the gaps in fire asset management, so we set about creating some game-
changing software that’s smoother, faster and easier to use. Six foundations underpin our approach.

Making Fire Asset Management Fast  

1.  Focused on Fire
Working in fire safety is not like other industries and is one of the reasons 
non-specific software is clunky and time-wasting. Tio is totally focused 
on the core areas of Fire and Security requested by Tio customers.

4.  Pain-free Paperless
From asset identification and registers through to checklists, 
reports and certificates Tio handles everything in a smooth, 
simple flow, including completing the digital logbook.

3.  Quick Clicks and Shortcuts
Fast work is achieved by clear, smooth processes. We’ve designed Tio 
to work how you work. It is a breeze to use on-site, from the first visit 
to service visits and callouts.

2.  Ready ‘Out of the Box’
We were determined that Tio would be ready 
quickly, so you could get on with site take-overs 
and asset maintenance. We have pre-configured 
products, manufacturers and all relevant tasks 
and topics, so you can set it up in clicks and 
seconds, not meetings and months.

5.  Compliance Confidence
Tio makes it easy, in real time to see the % assets tested, both during 
and after a visit and over a contract. Business owners can easily 
manage contracts, engineers can manage visits more effectively and 
your customers have complete compliance confidence, everyone wins.
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Tio’s Rapid Asset Management software includes tasks, manufacturers and products across 
the following areas of work, all pre-configured. We add more when you ask for them. 

Fire Suppression

Fire Extinguisher 
and Blankets

Foam 
Systems

Gas Suppression 
Systems

Kitchen Suppression 
Systems

Hose Reels  
and Hydrants

Special Fire Fighting 
Equipment

Sprinkler 
System

Water Mist 
System

Domestic Detection 
Part 6

Carbon Monoxide 
Domestic

Fire Detection 
Domestic

Fire Detection & Alarm 
Part 1

Fire Detection 
and Alarm

Means of Escape

Emergency 
Lighting

Fire Doors and 
Escape Routes

Full Building 
Evacuation

Fire Prevention

Catering Kitchen 
Extract System

Fire Shutters 
& Curtains

Security

Access  
Control CCTV Intruder

Fire Safety and Security Topics 
Already Included
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Rapid Asset Management 
Core Features

 

100% Asset Assurance
100% asset test assurance, no gaps, no unnecessary 

tests and with a full audit trail. Capture & view who 
created an asset, where and when, with all the 

asset data you require, and all the previous 
inspection results and events. All from 

your mobile device and with multiple 
engineers on site simultaneously.

Checklists  
Designed By You
Tio makes it easy to set up checklists that 
ensure engineers work how your business 
wants them to. Use our quick start versions 
or make your own specific to your and your  
clients’ processes, or just pass and fail.
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Automatic 
Reports and 
Certificates
Tio automatically creates 
your branded service 
reports and certificates 
and can produce your 
BAFE and similar 
paperwork, all on the go.

Asset & Location Tagging
Tagging means you can quickly service the 
right asset. Simply scan the QR or barcode 
and follow your checklist. Use Tio’s 
own QR code stickers, adopt 3rd 
party tags, or use the ones 
already on site. If you don’t 
want to use tagging it’s easy 
to identify assets in the app 
using Tio’s digital building.
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Incredibly Simple 
Building Designs
Tio’s unique building design system allows 
you to create a digital building and add floors, 
rooms, locations and assets in the app, as you 
take-over the site. Our design scheme matches 
the BIM standard.

Automatically Updated Digital Logbook
Deliver stand out performance by (optionally) linking asset management with a Tio digital logbook 
branded with your details. Not only is the logbook automatically updated, asset lists are visible and 
service reports quickly added to digital document storage. All helping  
create leading reputations and customer satisfaction.
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Topics and Tasks
Almost every fire and security topic, asset group, related tasks and manufacturer are pre-configured. 
New topics and tasks are constantly updated in-line with the latest industry standards.

Unlimited Users, 
Unlimited Asset Database
Tio is priced to fit alongside your existing software  
and processes with a low charge per site and no 
surprises. There is no limit to users 
or the assets pre-configured 
in our database. If Tio 
is missing a product 
you use, just tell 
us and we’ll 
add it.
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TOC Import
Tio is set up in clicks, and if 
you’re managing FD&A you can 
convert panel configuration 
files and import them straight 
into our system, creating the 
required asset list in seconds.

Dashboards
From one site, customer or sub-contractor to whole teams  
or your whole business: get quick performance and  
compliance data that assists your planning  
and decisions.
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Work Online or Offline
Store data securely on the cloud & access it remotely 
from anywhere at anytime using desktop, mobile or 
tablet. Tio’s asset management app is available on 
iOS or Android and allows you to work online  
or offline with data synced when back in signal

Team 
Management
Total control of your operations. 
Quickly and easily manage 
your customers, staff and sub-
contractors, their access tasks, 
checklists and reporting
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Get a Demo and Get to Work 
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6.   All done, faster than 
you think in less clicks 
than you can imagine.

1.   Visit our website  
www.tiofiresafety.com

4.   Get a quote based on the number of sites you want 
to cover (with volume reductions). We also include a 
quote here for digital logbooks, just to illustrate how 
much profit you can make selling these on.

3.   Get a demo for your 
field staff (optional)

2.   Book a Demo/Speak 
to Sales Human

5.   Short onboarding session to train your team 
on how to use the product and get going

Our sales and customer support is just as easy to use as our software. 
The quick and simple process we got through is the following.

Get a Demo and Get to Work  
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Automatically  
Update The Logbook

   
 

You can link your Tio Rapid 
asset management to our 
True Digital Fire Logbook.
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• Future-proofed BS8539-1 fire safety records for the price of a paper logbook

• Logbook and doc storage replaced with a branded QR-code sticker on site 

• Replaces many logbooks: Fire, security, lighting, electrical safety, custom topics and 
more; all as standard in one place

• Automated task manager and audit trail

• Pre-configured, set up in seconds

• Compliance performance dashboards from 1 to 10,000+ properties

• Secure, customisable cloud document storage

• Task guidance built-in

• Let Tio convert your paper logbooks

• Profitable reseller accounts available for service companies
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Tio Fire Safety (Cogniscion Ltd), Estates Office, Belmont Estate, Bristol Road, Wraxall, BS48 1NF

Tel: 0117 435 0130  Web: tiofiresafety.com  Email: sales@tiofiresafety.com


